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Extension of CR-Forms and Related Problems.

ALESSANDRO PEROTTI (*)

Introduction.

Let D be a bounded domain of Cn, ~~3, whose boundary contains
a real hypersurface S of class C~, connected, with boundary and

such that A = BDES is a non empty piecewise 01 real hypersurface.
Assume that there exists a family fviijc-N of (n - 3)-complete open
sets such that c V; , ( n Y~~ r1 D = A.

jEN

In particular these conditions are satisfied when A is contained
in the zero-set of a pluriharmonic function, a situation which is con-
sidered in [11].

We show (Theorem 1) that every locally Lipschitz CR-form of
type (p, 0) on ~§ extends, in a unique way, by a (p, 0)-form holomorphic
on D and continuous on D U ,~.

This result is obtained employing the techniques used in [11], and
is based on the existence of primitives of Martinelli-Bochner-Kop-
pelman integral kernel adapted to the sets V~.

The result shown here sharpens what obtained in [11], [13], [14],
where the extension problem is posed only for CR-functions, and on
more particular domains.

Furthermore, we consider deforms of type ( p, q) on S, with q &#x3E; 0.
In this case extendibility depends on the Levi convexity of S, as shown
by Andreotti and Hill [4] and Kohn and Rossi [8] when S is the bound-
ary of a compact region. However, under the following assumptions
we can obtain a jump theorem.

(*) Indirizzo dell’A. : Scuola Normale Superiore, 56100 Pisa.
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Let D be a bounded domain of C~~~2y of the type considered
above, with A of class C1. Let 2 c s c n - 2 be a fixed integer. Assume
that there exists a family {Vj}jEN of (n - s - 2)-complete open sets
such that (n vi) n D = A .

iEN 
’

Then we can show (Theorem 2) that if 1 c ~ c s -1, every
regular CR-form of type (p, q) on S is the jump across S between two
3-closed forms defined on D and on C"B(Du n ’ 

Finally, we give some applications of the jump theorem under
pseudoconvexity assumptions on S.

We obtain some results about the áb-problem and the Cauchy
problem for i-operator. In particular, extension theorems for OR-
forms of type (p, q) are obtained (Theorems 3, 4). We prove these
results for forms of class Cm, m c -~- oo . In the case of C~ forms, these
problems have been considered by Andreotti and Hill in [4], under
weaker conditions for S.

We wish to acknowledge the help and stimulation received from
G. Tomassini.

1. Preliminaries.

1) We recall the Martinelli-Bochner-Koppelman formula (see [6]
Ch. 1 and [1] Ch. 1) .

Let d be the diagonal of C a X C a. For (z, ~) E C ~ X C’J""L1, we consider
the differential form

U(z, ~) E and we have the decomposition

in forms UO,q(z, C) of type (n, n - q -1 ) with respect to z and type
(0, q) with respect to C.

Let C) be the form such that Uo, q ... Adzn. For
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0 c q c n -1, we consider the forms

^ ,.....,

where = 
f o(I) is the sign deter-

mined by and the sum is taken on

increasing multiindices. Up,q is C~° on of type (n - p,
n - q -1 ) in z and (p, q) in ~. We set Up, n --- 0.

REMARK. The forms introduced above differ in sign from
the corresponding forms defined in [1]. This is due to the fact that

they are considered as forms on the product manifold and
not as double forms.

Let D be a bounded domain of Cn with piecewise C1 boundary.
The orientation of D is defined by the form 
where za = xa + iya (a = 1, ... , n), and aD has the orientation induced
from D. 

_

For let f be a continuous (p, q)-form on D such that 9/
(defined in the weak sense) is also continuous on D. Then the Mar-

tinelli-Bockner-Koppelman formula holds:

The form U(z, C) is b-closed on CnXCnBA (see [6] 1.7) Since the

component of 8U of type (n, n - q) in z and (0, q) is + a~ 7

the condition bU = 0 is equivalent to the property

(indices o, C mean differentiation with respect to z and ~ respectively).
This property obviously holds for pq, and so for Up,q:

In particular,
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2) In order to apply the integral representation formula which
we have just mentioned, we need some primitives of the kernel U(z, ~).

We recall that an open set D of Cn is called q-complete if there exists
an exhaustion function for D which is strongly q-plurisubharmonic

its Levi form has at least n - q positive eigenvalues at every
point of D). Such an open set is q-cohomologically complete, i.e.

Y) = 0 for every p &#x3E; q and every" coherent analytic sheaf Y
on D ([3]).

PROPOSITION 1. I’or fixed 0 c s c n - 2, ~et 
(n - s - 2)-compZete open set. Then we can find ~) (0  p 
0  q  s) , of class 000 on of type (n - p, n - q - 2 ) in z
and (p, q) such that

PROOF. Set From (1)

we have that U~ is 8-closed on C, xCn",L1. Let be a -locally
finite family of Stein open subsets of which covers For
fixed a E J, is (n - s - 2)-complete, therefore (n - s - 2)-
cohomologically complete. Then we can find for any 0  p  n a form

such that on ·

Let be a C°° partition of unity subordinate to the covering

Then we have

n-2

Lot 71, 17,,, be the decomposition of ~p in forms r¡p,q of type
0=0

(n - p, n - q - 2 ) in z and (p, q) in ~. By comparison of types,
we obtain in particular and the proposition is proved
for s = 0.

Now take 8:&#x3E;1. We have a(~~ - ~D) = 0 on V X (Ba r1 B,6), and
then we can find E C~n,n-3) ( Y ~ (Ba such that = ?~ 2013 
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is the decomposition in forms y,,, of type (n - p,

in z and ( p, q) in ~, by comparison of types we obtain

and the proposition is proved for s = 1.
if 8 &#x3E; 1, it is sufficient to solve the equation a~ p’~s :

on TT X (Ba r1 Bp r1 Bs) and then consider the form

Then we have

and therefore

By induction we can prove the proposition for any 0~~20132. N

REMARK. Given a sequence of open sets satisfying the
hypothesis of Proposition 1, with Vi+1 c Vj, the forms defined

on Vj X can be constructed in, such a way that ni,q(z7 C) ==
= r~~ Q1 (z, §) if z E and dist (~, Y~ ) &#x3E; In fact, we can construct
the covering of recursively by taking a locally finite
covering of with balls of radius less than 1/4(j + 1),
and then setting _ where 91i is the covering of
Cn",Vj already constructed. Then on the set I’ E C": dist (C, Vj) &#x3E; l jj)
the coverings CU,i and coincide, and if B E is such that
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B n {~ E Cn : dist ( ~, V; ) &#x3E; ~ 0, then we have B r1 Bl = 0 for every
Bi E ~i+1. Therefore, the partition of unity subordinate to 

can be taken equal to that subordinate to flL’ on the set

2. Extension of CR-forms of type (p, 0).

1) Let D be a bounded domain of C~, ~~3, with the following
properties:

I) aD contains a real hypersurface of class C~, connected
with boundary 

II) A := 0 is a piecewise 01 real hypersurface;

III) there exists a family of (n - 3)-complete open sets
such that Vj+1 c V; , (F) Y~~ n D = A.’

Among the open sets of this type there are those considered in [11]
where A is contained in the zero-set of a pluriharmonic function.

REMARK. It can be shown (the proof is not trivial) that the com-
plement of a (n - 2 )-complete open set cannot have compact com-
ponents. This implies that if D verifies propeities I), II), III), and
j is so large that is connected, then the component of CnB(D l~ Y~ )
whose boundary contains is unbounded.

In order to obtain an extension theorem for CR-foirms of type
(p, 0) (the weak solutions of the tangential Cauchy-Biemann equation), y
we shall need the following result, that in the case of functions is proved
in [11].

PROPOSITION 2. Let E be an oriented C’ real hypersurface of Cl.
Let f be a locally Lipschitz CR-form of type ( p, 0) on E. For any 01

(n + r)-chain Cn+r of E and any (n - p, r -1 )- f orm 0, of class 000 on
a Cn+r, the following f ormula hotds :
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PROOF. We can repeat the proof given in [11], using the kernel
Up,o in place of the Martinelli-Bochner kernel Uo,o .

2) Now we are able to prove the extension theorem for OR-
forms of type (p, 0).

THEOREM 1. Let D C Cn, bounded domain that verifies
conditions I), II), III), and 0  p  n. Then every locally Lipschitz OR-
form f on S of type ( p, 0 ) extends, in a unique way, by a ( p, 0)-form F,
hoZomorph2c on D and continuous on D U ~.

PROOF. Let j E N be a fixed integer.
Let D’ be an open set with C’ boundary such that c D’c D

and D’ n A = 0. We set S’ : = S r1 D’ and A’ : = 
Suppose we have found the extension I’. Then the Martinelli-

Bochner-Koppelman formula applied on D’ gives

where r~~,o is the C°° form on given by Proposition 1.

Therefore

Since (*) holds for every j E N, the uniqueness of the extension
follows.

Now we prove existence. Let F(I) be the 0)-form defined on
U Vj) by ( ~ ) . First we show that F is holomorphic on 
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REMARK. By definition of integration with respect to z (see [6]
Ch. 1), if f (z) and a(z, ~) are differential forms and C is a chain of di-
mension dim C = deg f + deg (x(’~ C), we have

We go back to our proof.
From Proposition 2 and Proposition 1 we obtain

We set

and denote by Fi+, F7 (i = 1, 2) their restrictions to and

CnB(D U V;) respectively. Since f is locally Lipschitz, Fl extend
continuously to and we have on 8gV;.

Moreover,, Ft on and therefore F extends continuously
to and F = on 

Now take the integer j as in the remark in section 2.1. Let W
be a bounded Stein neighbourhood of D fixed.
On w’ we can find a primitive y of C). Then from Proposition 2
we have

and therefore
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Since - -r¡~,o(., ,)] = 0 on Vj r1 W , there exists y’ such that
and then

Therefore F = 0 on U W) and the remark in 2.1 implies that
- 0 on and F = f on 8nV;. 

_

Thus we have found an extension Fj of f on for any j E ~
sufnciently large. If the _(p, 0)-form has components
which are holomorphic on and vanish on Therefore

.F’~ , - = 0 on In fact, if g is such a component, the function
obtained extending g by zero on a connected neighbourhood of a point
of is holomorphic in the weak sense, y and therefore zero by
uniqueness of analytic continuation.

By the same reasoning we can obtain again the uniqueness of the
extension. o

3. Applications of the extension theorem.

1) Let ... , qJm be pluriharmonic C2 functions on Cn. Let D

be a domain verifying I) and II) and such that . and

This situation was considered in [11] for m = 1 and [13],

the holomorphic tangent space to

and the Levi form of yj is given by

Consider the sets
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The subspace of 

has dimension not less than n - m, and = 0. Therefore the
Levi form of 1pj restricted to has at most n -1 - (n - 
- m -1 negative eigenvalues at each point of The set Vj is
then (weakly) and so it is 

(see [16]).
If m c n - 2 the family satisfies condition III) of the ex-

tension theorem, which can then be applied on D.

2) Theorem 1 can also be applied to deduce the well known
theorem on global extension of C.R-forms of type (p, 0) defined on the
boundary of a bounded domain of Cn (see [7] Th.~2.3.2’ and [1] Th. 3.2).

COROLLARY 1. Let U be a bounded domain of Cn, n ~ 3, with a U of
class 01 and connected. Then every locally Lipschitz CR-form of type
( p, 0 ) on a U extends, in_a unique way, by a ( p, 0 ) - f orm holomorphic on
U and continuous on U.

PROOF. Let and ro &#x3E; 0 such that D : = ro) =1= 0 and
ro) is connected. We set A := aB(zo, ro) r1 U and

Since the set D verifies conditions I),
11), III) of Theorem 1, we obtain the extension on D.

Since zo and ro are arbitrary, we have the extension on the

whole U. ·

REMARK. Corollary 1 holds also for n = 2 and for CR-forms of
type (p, 0) only continuous on 8U (see [1]). ,

3. The extension theorem can also be applied to the following
situation, that generalizes the result contained in [14] Th. 1.

Let D be a domain of Cn, n&#x3E;3, verifying I) and II). Suppose A
relatively open in a hypersurface .lVl defined by a C°° function e on a
Stein open set U of Cn. Suppose also that there exists r&#x3E; 0 such that

e is strongly (n - 3)-plurisubharmonic on the set {z E IT: 0   r}.
Then the extension theorem holds on D. In fact, the open sets

V; : = (s e U: (j &#x3E; verify condition III) of Theorem 1.
To see this, consider the functions qJi := g~ - E~ log (- ~O where
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q is a strongly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function for U. If ej &#x3E; 0

is small enough, we obtain, after restricting U if necessary, that g~~
is a strongly (n - 3)-plurisubharmonic exhaustion function for Vj.

4. « Jump « theorem for CR-forms of type (p, q).

1) Now we consider CR-forms of type (p, q), with q &#x3E; 0. As we
shall see later, in this case it is not possible to obtain an extension
theorem as for (p, 0)-forms without imposing a pseudoconvexity con-
dition on S.

However, we can prove a «jump » theorem, i.e. a CR-form can be
w ritten as the difference between two 8-closed forms, defined on the
two sides of the hypersurface (additive Riemann-Hilbert problem).

In the case when the C.R-forms are defined on the boundary of a
compact set, this result is proved in [1] Th. 2.10-2.11.

In the following we deal with bounded domains of Cn, n ~ 2, sat-
isfying conditions I) and II) of 2.1, where A is of class C’ and has the .
following property:

III’) for a fixed 2sn-2, there exists a family 
(n - s - 2)-complete open sets such that c I (n r1 D = A.

’

THEOREM 2. Let D ç Cn, n &#x3E; 2, be a bounded domain satisfying
properties I), II), III’). Let 0  p  n, 1 q  s -lor q = n -1. Con-

sider a (p, q)- f orm f of class 01 on a neighbourhood of S, and suppose
f is CR n -1. Then there exist two 000 forms- of type (p, q)

continuous up to ~S, with 

PROOF. Let j e N be a fixed integer. 
_

Let f be a C’ extension of f on a neighbourhood of D. From

Martinelli-Bochner-Koppelman formula we get
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and by Proposition 1, for C E Vj we have

on DBV? and on respectively.
Therefore we have

since f is OR.
If q = n -1, we consider the forms

which are i-closed since 8j U-.,.-l = 0.
From (1) and (2) we now obtain

(the first integral is missing for q = n - 1).
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Since the integral is absolutely convergent for every
D 

’ 

_

F+ and F- extend continuously up to 8nV;, and we have

By the remark following Proposition 1, F:l: define, as yeN varies,
two 000 forms, i-closed on D and on respectively,

g 
’ 

3EN 0 /
continuous up to ~, and such that .Z’+ - I’- - f on ~. N

~ 
REMARK. If 8 e 000 and f E (m ~ 2), then F± extend up to

~ as forms of class C~m~~&#x3E;, with I E (0, 1) (i.e. the coefficients of F± are
Cm and their derivatives of order m are 1-H61der).

This follows from Proposition 0.10 of [2] applied to the integral
fi.,!A U,,,,, where is an increasing family of open sets with

Dfi 
- ~

COO boundary such that

5. Applications.

1) A first application of Theorem 2 allows to obtain an extension
theorem for CR-forms of type (p, q).

Let D be a domain which satisfies I) and II), with S contained in
a smooth and strictly pseudoconvex hypersurface E and A of class 01.
Assume that A has a fundamental system of Stein neighbourhoods

with boundaries aVj transversal to E.

THEOREM 3. Let and 1 c q c n - 3..het f be a (p, q)- f orm
of class Cm on 8 (2 -~- and W a neighbourhood of A. If f is
OR on S, then there exists a ( p, F o f class C--2 on D U 
on D, and such that = fs",w.

In the proof of this theorem we need the following approximation
lemma (for a proof see [15] p. 244 or [4] p. 78~) :

LEMMA. Let V C Cn be an open set and G == {z E V: g(z)  0 and

h(z)  01 where g, h are 000 on V and dg(z) =F 0 if g(o) = 0, ~ 0

if h(z) = 0, dgadh(z) 0 0 i f g(z) = h(z) = 0. We suppose that G is a
compact connected region of Cn. Let W be a neighbourhood of the set
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Then there exists a domain G’ c G de f ined on
f unction F such that aG’BaG c-W’ and

for every

PROOF OF THEOREM 3. {p == 01, where f2 is a strongly
plurisubharmonic function on a neighbourhood U of D. Let Q’: U - R
be a C°° function such that ~’ c ~ on U, ~O’ = O = 0 on 8gW and
~O’ C ~O = 0 on and with the same convexity properties as ~O.

Take Vj ç W. We may suppose that Vj is defined by a strongly
plurisubharmonic function y on a neighbourhood of Vj.

Let y’ be a 000 function on Cn such that "P’ == 1p on a small neigh-
bourhood V of r1 ~O’&#x3E; Of and 0 on the component of
(@’ 0)EV which contains D. 

_

The open set D’: _ {Q’ 01 r1 {y’ v 01 contains DBS, and 
Applying the lemma to D’ we can obtain a C°° domain D" c D’, strictly
pseudoconvex, such that D" D DBS and 8D" D S°°gW.

Since condition III’) of 4.1 is verified for s = n - 2, we can apply
Theorem 2 on D and obtain two b-closed forms .F’+ on D and .F- on
CnBD, of class C(-,’) up to 9 (0  1  1), such that F+ - F- - f on ~’.

The form is Cm up to the boundary aD". be a Cm
extension to Cn, and let # : = aF- E Then we have 0

and supp D". According to Theorem 4.3 of [1] (see also [9]), we
can find a u E with snpp u ~:..D,, and lu = fl. --. -

REMARKS. (1) In particular, Theorem 3 can be applied when S
is strictly pseudoconvex and A is contained in the zero-set of a pluri-
harmonic function.

(2) If S is q-pseudoconvex, a theorem analogous to Theorem 4.3
of [1] holds for forms of certain types depending on q (see [12]). This
can be applied as before to obtain the extension.

(3) If OR-forms are C’, Theorem 3 is a particular case of a more
general theorem which can be deduced from results of Andreotti and
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Hill [4] and which holds under weaker convexity assumptions on~ S.
These results are based on a difficult cohomology vanishing theorem,
while in the preceding theorem only integral representation formulas
are used.

Let D be a domain verifying conditions I) and II) of 2.1, with
.,~ c ~ :_ U~: == 0}y ~ open set of Cl. Suppose that has

at least r + 1 positive eigenvalues for z in a neighbourhood yY of S.
Let y : U - R be strongly (n - r - 1)-plurisubharmonic on a neigh-

bourhood of the set (y = 01, such that 0 on = 0~, y~  0 on

D and = 01 c W. Let D’ : = {~  ol r1 ~y~  01 be such that
D’cc U and 0 on In ~y~ = 0~.

From the results of [4] we can obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM. I f and 0 c q c r -1, every of type
(p, q) of class C°° extends on D by ad-closed 000 f orm.

PROOF. We can apply the lemma to D’ and obtain a domain D"=
- ~I’ = 0} contained in D’ such that S and 
has at least r positive eigenvalues at each point z E aD". In fact, 
is positive definite on a r-dimensional subspace of Tz(aD"), for every

The same holds for 1 for z in, a neighbourhood of
= 0 o

Let V c U be an open neighbourhood of D" such that D USe V,
c 8V. Now the theorem follows from Theorem 6 of [4] part I

and Theorem 6 of [4] part II, since S V: F(z) = 01 and we
have D" - V- := loc- Y : .F(z) 

Now suppose that S is a C‘° real hypersurface defined by e = 0 and
let xo be a point of strict pseudoconvexity. Then there exixts an open
neighbourhood U of zo such that (o 0) is biholomorphic to the
intersection of a strictly convex set with a halfspace, and so it verifies
the conditions considered in Remark (1).

Thus we obtain a local extension theorem for CR-forms, which gene-
ralizes the local extension theorem for CR-functions of H. Lewy [10]:

COROLLARY 2. There exists a neighbourhood S’ of Xo, relative to S,
such that every OR ( p, q)- f orm of class Om (2  m  + oo) on ac neigh-
bourhood of S’ in S (0 ~ p c n, 0 c q c n - 3), extends by a d-closed form
on an open set D contained in the convex side, such that 

REMARK. For C°° forms, y also this result is a particular case of a
theorem of Andreotti and Hill (see Theorem 6 of [4] part I and Theorem 2
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of [4] part II), which assures local extendibility of C°° CR-forms of

type (p, q) near a point xo E S where the Levi form has at least r + 1
positive eigenvalues, y for 0 c q c r -1.

2) Now we consider the problem of extension of CR-forms
outside D.

Suppose that S is strictly pseudoconvex and A is contained in the
zero-set of a pluriharmonic function q.

PROOF. Since condition III’) is verified for s = n - 2, we can
apply Theorem 2 on D and obtain two ~-closed forms F+ on D and
.~’- on CnBD, of class Cm up to ~’, such that I’+ - F- - f on ,S.

Let m  + oo. Let I &#x3E; 0 so small that the set 

- q(4) -f- &#x3E; 01 contains DBW. Applying the lemma to D’ we get
a strictly pseudoconvex domain D" with C°° boundary which contains

Now take m = + 00. According to Theorem 2 of [13], we can
find UE such that 8u = F+. Let u be a 000 extension
of 2c to Cn. 

-

Then .F’ : = F- is the desired extension of t. m

3) Under the same assumptions, we consider the inhomogeneus
db-problem on 8’:

where f is a (p, q + 1)-form on S and u is a (p, q)-form on S.
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(a) if q &#x3E; 0 and m = + co, there exists a solutions u E C~~,q~(~S)
~t (1); J

(b) if q = 0 or m  + 00 and W is an open neighbourhood of A,
there exists a (p, q)- f orm u ~ C p;Q, (~S’~W ) such that = 

PROOF. For j E N sufficiently large, consider the set Iz E D :
&#x3E; Let Sj = s r1 Dj.
According to Theorem 3, we can find a form E CM-2 U such

that = 0 on Dj and fjlso,-,. - - f (s 7- .
As in the proof of Theorem 4, we can construct a smooth strictly

and = Uj, = ;I~J’ and therefore we can glue the forms
together and obtain the desired form u.

0 
Now t_ake q = 0 or m C -E- ~ . F_or j sufficiently large, we have

Then E and = .

REMARK. Results similar to this have been obtained by Boggess [5]
using an explicit integral formula for the solutions.

4) Finally, under the same hypotheses we consider the general
Cauchy problem for a :

For q = 0 the solution is unique.
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PROOF. Let m = + 00. According to Theorem 2 of [13], we can
find W E S) such that äw = f on D. Then = 0.

If q = 0, from Theorem 1 we can obtain an holomorphic extension
h E S) of g - wls (see Proposition 0.10 of [2] and the remark
following Theorem 2) .

If q &#x3E; 0, take j such that and let D’ be a smooth strictly
pseudoconvex domain such that

According to Theorem 3,.

REMARK. For 0’ forms, these results are contained in those of
Andreotti and Hill (Proposition 4.1 of [4] part I).
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